SPARTAN SR4-BK Eclipse (Black Flash) camo + built-in viewer
Capture stunningly detailed pictures with the all-new SR4-BK Eclipse. With industry-leading
IR LED Blackout (no glow) flash technology, you’ll get vibrant photos / video clips during
the day and clear, black and white photos / video clips at night. Never miss a thing with
a 80-degree wide-angle lens and a 0.3 second trigger speed. On top of that, the front-facing
2” LCD screen of the Eclipse makes setup easier than ever by letting you check the camera’s
view and make adjustments accordingly.
FEATURES:
- Non cellular
- 110° wide angle lens
- Up to 24MP images and up to 1440P videos
- High quality colour photos and videos during the day
- Advanced blackout flash for monochrome photos and videos at night
- 2 inch front facing LCD screen for easy camera setup
- Built-in metal pitch-angle mount ensures the camera stays secure
- Cartridge-style battery compartment
- Store up to 512GB of photos and videos on a micro SD card

Model Number: SR4-BK ECLIPSE
Image Resolution:
Flash Type:

5MP / 8MP / 24MP
Auto adjustable* night-time PHOTO / VIDEO illumination = Black flash (no glow)

* The auto-adjustable flash power feature minimizes over exposed images and video clips by
automatically detecting the distance the target is from the camera during each trigger and adjusting
the flash power / strength accordingly.

Flash Range:

30m+ Black flash (no glow)

Viewing screen:
Video Resolution:
Video Length:
Trigger Speed:
Trigger Intervals:
Trigger Types:

Built-in 2'' IPS LCD (480x360mm) front-facing display
1440p (2560×1440) / 1080p (1920×1080) / 720p (1280 x 720) - with sound
5s / 10s / 15s / 30s
0.3s
0s - 60min
Motion (PIR) / Timer (Time Lapse) / Work Day

Time-lapse Intervals: Off / 5m / 10m / 30m / 1h / 4h / 12h / 24h
Adjustable (High / Normal / Low / Off )
PIR Sensitivity:
PIR Type:
Multi-zone
FOV (Field of View): 80° wide angle
Photo Burst Mode:

1-3 per trigger / activation

Photo+Video Mode:

1 Photo then 1 (10-30 second) video per single trigger

Memory:
Power source:
External Power:
Mounting:
Padlock lockable:
Operation Temp:
Operation Humidity:
Weight:
Dimensions:
IP Rating:

Micro-SD, up to 512Gb (sold separately)
6 x AA (lithium, alkaline, or rechargeable 1.2v NiMH) - sold separately
Yes - compatible with 12v DC SLA battery / solar panel
Built-in metal pitch-angle mount + Python lock hole / Tripod thread / Mounting strap
Yes (Latch and padlock loop)
-20°C ~ 60°C
5% - 90%
350g
24cm x 17cm x 9.3cm
IP65
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